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Lock Your Doors, Protect Your Neighbors
Madison, WI – Senator Chris Larson released the following statement in response to news that Milwaukee
County Sheriff David Clarke has accepted an appointment as an assistant secretary in the Department of
Homeland Security.
“With this disturbing news, it’s clear that Trump continues to betray the nation’s trust with his appointment of
Milwaukee County Sheriff as the newest member of the Trump Deportation Team. This is the same person who
attempted to incite violence against the very institutions he has sworn to protect by telling people to get their
‘pitchforks and torches.’
“In January, Clarke threatened violence to fellow air passengers saying, ‘next time he or anyone else pulls this
stunt on a plane they may get knocked out.’ That threat came after a passenger on a plane shook his head at him.
Sheriff Clarke has, again and again, shown our community and the nation a disturbing pattern of bizarre,
irresponsible and menacing behavior. Our neighbors are right to be concerned with the damage Clarke could
wreak on the national stage.
“Trump knows that Clarke will back bad policies that betray our values, harm our neighbors, and enforce
policies that rip families apart. As Milwaukee County Sheriff, Clarke recklessly pursued joining the Trump
administration in their implementation of 287(g), which gives local law enforcement the ability to operate as
federal immigration agents. Many of our neighbors oppose the program as it allows law enforcement to stop and
question people based on just their appearance.
“It’s no wonder Clarke was seeking an escape from his Milwaukee County mess before the next election, as he
is facing communitywide anger for his gross mismanagement of the Milwaukee County Jail, including the
recent tragic death of Terrill Thomas by dehydration. In a span of just months, four families lost their loved
ones due to Clarke’s negligence and lack of supervision over his department.
“Clarke has a history of mocking, belittling and intimidating our neighbors. He is yet another bad actor in a cast
of clowns.”
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